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body armour from the European Bronze Age and aims to achieve a holistic view, not only from 
a typo-chronological perspective but also in focusing on the manufacture and usage of such 
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particular and their material analyses. The monograph is divided in three main chapters, deal-
ing with helmets, greaves and cuirasses respectively. In each chapter the research history, distri-
bution and chronology, as well as manufacture and use of the different classes of armour is dis-
cussed. Only shields are not discussed in the following, since M. Uckelmann recently published 
them in an extensive study.1

Details of the development, manufacture and use of Bronze Age metal body armour has 
remained unclear for large parts of Europe, even after more than a century of research. The 
focus of previous studies was usually on typo-chronological aspects, while other topics such as 
manufacturing techniques, actual use and technological observations were rarely included in 
the studies or even considered as chronologically relevant. The study of Bronze Age warfare, be 
it theoretical or derived from a more practical, experimental approach, has become rather fash-
ionable during the last decades, resulting in many publications and a wide variety of interpreta-
tions of how weaponry was used and how warfare took place. Compared to arms, studies of the 
use of armour have remained rather traditional, focusing on typology and cultural interactions 
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which also incorporated a range of metallurgical analysis, the application of radiocarbon analy-
ses to their dating, as well as use-wear analysis and experiments, and of B. Molloy, which also 
used use-wear analysis and experiments.2

Studies concentrating on Bronze Age cuirasses, greaves and helmets, especially where 
aspects of manufacture and use are concerned, nevertheless remain scarce, and usually focus on 
"!�����
��#����
��"!�����3�����!+	��"!���4 Metallurgical analysis or the study of chemical 
composition of armour is even scarcer: only a handful of objects had been analysed previously 
and the few studies undertaken are to be found spread over single papers and rarely referencing 
each other.5 C. Clausing, who studied greaves, is the only one to use as the basis of their typo-
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ed and described the majority of Bronze Age and Early Iron Age helmets in detail, though fol-
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wear, such as damage from weapon impacts, and thus his study is seminal in this tradition for 
Bronze Age armour. For cuirasses, only a recent study by the author includes any metallurgical 

1 Uckelmann 2012.
2 Molloy 2004; Uckelmann 2011; Uckelmann 2012; Molloy 2013.
3 E.g. Schauer 1982d; Mottier 1988.
4 E.g. Born – Hansen 1992; Born – Hansen 2001; Clausing 2005; Molloy 2013.
5� ��+��&�!�'���!��!��¨¨���&�!�'���!��!��¥¥���\�#ª�����¥¥«��¬�����������	���¥¥«��\��������¥���
6 Clausing 2002.
7 v. Merhart 1941; Hencken 1971.
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study and use-wear analysis, alongside a complete overview of this class of Bronze Age body 
armour.8

Despite the fact that the experimental manufacture of Bronze Age weapons has a long histo-
ry of research,9 similar studies concerning armour, especially body armour, are rare to non-
existent. Experimental studies have so far only been carried out on shields10 and the Dendra 
panoply.11 The shields have been studied in terms of both manufacture and use, whereas the 
Dendra panoply has only been studied in respect of its use. The major reason for the lack of fur-
ther experiments certainly lies in the scarcity of skills required to reproduce bronze sheet 
objects with replica Bronze Age tools and in particular a lack of understanding concerning 
material characterisation, such as chemical composition and microstructure, of the original 
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ture- and use-wear traces, a good understanding of how the object was produced can be 
achieved, as we hope to demonstrate in this volume. Only with this evidential base can the 
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only to understand the archaeological evidence but also the material characteristics of the 
bronze armour and social environments in which they were used. This is one of the gaps, which 
the author aims to close with this publication. Thus, this volume aims not only to be an exten-
sive corpus of Bronze Age body armour, including the archaeological information, literature 
and depictions of the armour, but also one concerned with the application of metallurgical per-
spectives, incorporating both previous and newly carried out analyses of this armour. This pub-
lication focuses on both traditional artefact studies and metallurgical studies, including also the 
reconstruction of the manufacture of the armour, technological developments and innovation as 
well as use-wear analyses. 

Unfortunately, many of the armour known today to archaeologists derives from illegal exca-
����!�>�#���!�*!$!�"!�������!���!��§�>��!����������!�	���!����������		����!��`���	��������
helmets and some greaves are known to the author). Despite their doubtful provenance, they 
were sold and re-sold through different auction houses, and usually cannot be studied in detail. 
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might run the risk of raising their monetary value. Certain institutions, such as the German 
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nances, or of dubious acquisition, from private collections. This is laudable. However, there is 
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archaeological recovery or in public collections, such as our metal armour. The inclusion of 
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in genuine academic publications is not to be believed to encourage in any way their illegal col-
lection or curation. This is in accordance also with the recent statement of the ‘Committee on 
the Illicit Trade in Cultural Material’ of the European Association of Archaeologists.12 It is, nev-
���#�	���>��
����!�������!+���	�+#�����#��
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sent them alongside already known examples of their class, to at least slightly increase the small 
material framework that survives to us of this rare category of Bronze Age equipment. 

The author documented, studied and analysed all accessible helmets, greaves and cuirasses 
�!�������!��������!���
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the number of armour studied and analysed in detail. The importance of carrying out studies 

8 Mödlinger 2014b.
9 Mödlinger et al. 2011.
10 Coles 1962; Coles 1977; Molloy 2004; Molloy 2007; Uckelmann 2012.
11 Molloy 2013.
12 Mödlinger et al. 2016.
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ly identify armour fragments as such, for example, distinguishing fragments formerly interpret-
��� ��� ������ �� �� #�	
��� ���������*�� ��� ���!+������� �� ���������¡��� ������13 Moreover, such 
direct study of the objects allows for the documentation of otherwise unrecognised traces of 
manufacture and use not only on the outside, but also on the inside and backside of the armour, 
dimensions that only rarely appear in published studies. 

Since the distribution of Bronze Age body armour ranges from Iberia in the west to Cyprus 
in the east and from Sicily in the south to Sweden in the north, as well as in the Near East, it 
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ous regional chronological systems, with differing phases and horizons, which have to be 
aligned in order to enable the visualisation of chronological development and to pinpoint the 
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beyond the territory for which it was devised, as a supra-regional scheme. The numbered phases 
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derived from characteristic metalwork deposits. Thus, these phases provide still the most useful 
descriptive tool for the discussion of chronology. The recent work of J. Sperber suggested new 
absolute dates for these phases, representing formerly so-called ‘high’ dates.14 The validity of 
his dates and the compatibility with the phases of Müller-Karpe is still debated.15 Similarly 
‘high’ dates have also been suggested for the British Bronze Age,16 which are applicable to the 
western European or Atlantic Bronze Age.

�#���#�!	+���	��	����"����!�������!��#���		$�!+����������!��#����!��%�#�!	+���	�
dates from the lake-shore settlements northwest of the Alps, which provide precise dating evi-
dence for the 11th–9th centuries BC (Fig. 1.1).17 This chronological scheme was developed mainly 
����#��$�����!���������#��~�!"�	��_�	�������������	����	������$�������������#��������!��������
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fundstufen). 

The different classes of armour have rather wide distribution patterns, which span over dif-
ferent geographical areas and time periods (Fig. 1.2). It is our aim to discover the reasons for 
�#���������!��!���#�����*+��!�����§�#�!+��'�����������!����!���������!>��#����!�"����������>�
the bonds made or the antagonisms created – that resulted in it.18� �#�� ��"!���!� exchange 
includes any transfer or displacement of material goods or people between individuals or groups 
in a spatial or temporal sense. With such displacement, a shift in value and perception of the 
object or person might be accompanied, which might also result in different depositional prac-
tices (see e.g. the cuirass from Saint-Germain-du-Plain). Distribution patterns of Bronze Age 
��
����!���!���#����}�������������!��!�������	�������>�$#��#��!¡��!�����#�����#��	+�-
cal record:19

1. Armour was circulated between regions but, as a result of the differing life-cycles (e.g. 
recycling, deposition) of individual objects or regions, much armour never or only scarce-
ly entered the archaeological record.

��� Q����"���	�������!������������
���$����!������	��	����+������!�������!������>�������
for socio-cultural reasons (taboos) or simple economic unavailability (consumption) – 
perhaps due to loss, recycling or deposition – before reaching such regions.

13 Mödlinger 2013a.
14 Sperber 2011.
15 Cf. Gerloff 2007.
16 Needham et al. 1997. 
17 Pare 2008; Sperber 2011. Unlike previous studies (e.g. Sperber 1987), in his 2011 scheme Sperber names his 

Stufe IIIa1 ‘jüngeres Ha B1’ and the Stufe IIc ‘älteres Ha B1’; SB IIIa2 is equivalent with Ha B2 only.
18 Needham 1993, 162.
19 Adapted after Needham 1993, 166.
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sons (e.g. another type of armour was considered ‘better’, being more effective or simply 
matching better the aesthetic or cultural expectations).

In truth, these distribution maps are in fact ‘recovery maps’, and need not necessarily repre-
sent original patterns of circulation or frequency accurately, and at best give only a vague idea 
of it. As such, it is necessary to rethink for instance the generalisation of western European hel-
mets deposited in rivers and eastern European helmets deposited in associated deposits.20 These 
different deposition practices involving cuirasses, greaves and helmets will be discussed in their 
corresponding chapters.

Moreover, one has to take into account that it is not possible to completely reconstruct the 
������	>���
���	��!������	������!������$��!��#����+�!�	��������!�������!���#���	��
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objects as received by the recipients.21 The armour producing workshop does not necessarily 
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Scandinavia and the workshops producing them in the Baltic). Thus, the documentation and 
publication of casting moulds and related casting evidence relating to the manufacture of 
&�!;��<+�� ��
��� ��� �� ��+!�"��!�� �
����!��>� ���#!	+���		�� �!�� �!� ��	���!� �� ���� ������	�
and chronological aspects. Once such production centres or areas are located, it is possible to 
reconstruct the technological and social constraints placed on production, its local imitations, as 
$�		� ��� ��+���� �� ���������!���� �� ���	������ �� ���#!	+���	� �!¡��!���� �� �#�� �§�	�����!� ��
local resources in a more reliable manner. 

S. P. Needham22 is correct in his observation on the degree to which our archaeological dis-
�������!�>� ���
���������#��	+���	� �������>���!���������	�� ��¡��������� ���	����������	�-
tion. However, archaeological ‘distribution maps’ must also be understood to be maps of what 
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record. Therefore, when discussing the spatial occurrence of such types, they have valid distri-
����!�	���	��>�����#����!���!��#��"!�����!�$#��#��#����������#�������!����!��"��������>��#�!�
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keeping until recovery), ‘scrap hoard’ (again only temporarily deposited and intended for recy-
�	�!+�>���¦������������?�`����!��������"���	������!+�>��#��!�����	��§������!�¦����������������?�
is used. There exists a wide and varied literature on the matter, which has been perhaps best 
�������������]��&���	��>�$#�	���Q���������#�
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��������!����������	����"����!����-
tem for such deposits.23 Our various categories of bronze armour derive from a number of such 
instances, and we have here adopted the neutral term ‘associated deposit’ to describe such 
�++	
�����!����"!��������!��#�������������������#>���#�������		���!����
���		�>� �#����
associated deposits inevitably vary in form and purpose. Therefore, where such purpose is clear 
�!���!�
��+����$��#���� ���!��"��� �#�
�������#>���� �!� �#��������� �#���������������� ��
�
Piller Sattel or Škocjan.

The distribution area of metal body armour in the European Bronze Age varies widely and 
rarely overlaps. From the United Kingdom and Ireland only shields are known. The Iberian 
Peninsula has produced only a few fragments of crested helmets, though the depiction of likely 
Type Herzsprung shields on local stelae may also suggest their use in this region. Helmets and 
greaves but no cuirasses or shields have been found in Italy. Despite the cuirasses of Dendra 
and Thebes, only a small number of greaves and helmets, and no metal shields, are known from 

20 Hansen 1994, 19; see also the detailed discussion on p. 25.
21 Needham 1993, 166–168.
22 Needham 1993.
23 Bradley 1990; Needham 1990, 137–140. 
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Greece. From France, helmets, greaves and cuirasses are known (the latter two only in central 
and eastern France), but no shields. In Germany, the distribution area of (organic) shields and 
helmets overlap, whilst only two greaves and one potential cuirass are known. In the central 
Alps, a small number of greaves, helmets and a miniature cuirass were found. From Poland and 
the Ukraine, three single helmets are known – all of different types. It is only in the Carpathian 
Basin that all four types of armour can be found. Nonetheless, there is only the associated 
deposit of Nadap, Hungary, where fragments from all types of armour were found together: one 
almost complete helmet of Type Oranienburg, fragments of helmet(s) of Type Paks, four 
greaves of Type Lengyeltóti and Desmontà, and one fragment each of a cuirass and a shield. 
The second almost complete assemblage of armour is reported from Grave 12 at Dendra, 
Greece, which contained a greave, the unique panoply, and a boar tusk helmet with bronze 
cheek plates, whilst the body was probably also covered by a wooden shield. 
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the different classes of armour appear to have generally been deposited as parts of associated 
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already occurred by Bronze D2,24��!���		$�������#��$�����!�~�!"�	��_�	������#��	���������@!�
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B1 to Hallstatt B3,25 but with swords no longer included as grave goods, this being common as 
�� ��		������ <�� �!� �#�� $�����!� ����� �� �#�� ������!� ~�!"�	�� _�	����� �!�� �!� �#�� ������!� �����
already since Bz D2.26 Comparing the total number of swords and spearheads in graves up to 
these periods with that for contemporary armour, it is perhaps not surprising that just one grave 
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��#��������!�~�!"�	��_�	�����`̄ �*������*!$!��������@!��#��$�����!�~�!"�	��_�	����>�
swords were no longer buried with the deceased from Ha B1b on, with only a few more recent 
graves occurring (e.g. Weinheim). Graves with swords reappear only later, from Ha B3 
onwards, c. 950 BC, whilst the use of cemeteries is no longer common,27 indicating differing 
sepulchral traditions. During the same period, river depositions, as in those from the upper 
Rhine increase, indicating a shift in burial traditions from graves to rivers. Thus, there is no 
certain indication that armour was excluded from (whichever type of) sepulchral practice, and 
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Culture. 

The combination of material value and work invested in the production of armour certainly 
suggests a high status and prestigious object, which were used and worn by economical and 
socially potent persons. But did such bronze body armour serve in combat? And if so, how were 
the different elements of armour combined? 

With the exception of the Dendra grave, which contained a probable complete set of armour, 
no further sets of armour, comprising cuirass, greaves and helmet, are known. Therefore, all 
reconstructions, assemblages or combinations of such armour must ultimately be hypothetical.28 
It is also likely that a combination of metal and organic body armour was used, of which the lat-
ter rarely survives. Whilst the overlapping distribution and chronological contemporaneity of 
types might be useful indicators for reconstructing sets of armour, different types of the same 
class were clearly used at the same time (e.g. the fragments of different helmet types in the 
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It is extremely unlikely that bronze armour was worn as a plain metal protection alone: 
greaves were worn over or sewn on to an organic wrapping; helmets had an organic inlay or 

24 Hereafter Bz D2. Similar also for Bronze C (Bz C), Bronze D (Bz D), and so on. 
25 Hereafter Ha B1 and B3. Similar also for Hallstatt A (Ha A), Hallstatt B (Ha B), and so on. 
26 In detail, see: Sperber 2011, 34–35.
27 Sperber 2011, 31.
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were worn above an organic cap; the cuirasses were worn over a leather, woollen, felt or textile 
}��*�!>�$#��#�
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an cuirasses, while the organic lining was attached directly onto the metal on the Greek exam-
ples. 

Consequently, bronze armour cannot be considered as less effective than organic armour. 
Instead, the combination of organic inlay or organic protection worn underneath the bronze 
armour would have offered an effective, additional layer of protection, with the combined effect 
considered as far functional as purely organic armour alone. Repairs and traces of use on all 
classes of armour, as well as the fact that there can be no symbolic object without the reality of 
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a violent melee, in individual sparing or even ritual combat. Thus, it can be concluded that 
bronze armour did not serve just as a high-status ceremonial version of more effective organic 
protection but guaranteed instead a higher level of protection and was certainly used as such. 
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or society to which its wearer belonged. 

Finally, this volume aims to achieve a more holistic study of European Bronze Age body 
armour, its manufacture and its use. It is the wish of the author that it may serve also as a base 
for further experimental studies in both production and utility of helmets, cuirasses and 
greaves, which would undoubtedly provide further important insights into Bronze Age life, and 
how armour was part of it: be it in respect of its practical and utilitarian use or aspects of its 
important ceremonial and symbolic functions.




